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ABSTRACT
Light detection and ranging (lidar) provides a promising way of detecting changes of vegetation in three dimensions
(3D) because the beam of laser may penetrate through the foliage of vegetation. This study aims at the detection of
changes in trees in urban areas with a high level of automation using mutil-temporal airborne lidar point clouds. Three
datasets covering a part of Rotterdam, the Netherlands, have been classified into several classes including trees. A
connected components algorithm was applied first to group the points of trees together. The attributes of components
were utilized to differentiate tree components from misclassified non-tree components. A point based local maxima
algorithm was implemented to distinguish single tree from multiple tree components. After that, the parameters of trees
were derived through two independent ways: a point based method using 3D alpha shapes and convex hulls; and a model
based method which fits a Pollock tree model to the points. Then the changes were detected by comparing the parameters
of corresponding tree components which were matched by a tree to tree matching algorithm using the overlapping of
bounding boxes and point to point distances. The results were visualized and statistically analyzed. The difference of
parameters and the difference of changes derived from point based and model based methods were both lower than 10%.
The comparison of these two methods illustrates the consistency and stability of the parameters. The detected changes
show the potential to monitor the growth and pruning of trees.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Change detection has become a major application of remote sensing techniques which provide viable data of repetitive
coverage at short time and consistent quality. Especially, changes in vegetation covered areas are of great interest
because they are crucial for ecosystem monitoring where digital change detection method is widely used1. Vegetation in
urban areas is a vital part of the living conditions. The proportion of vegetation covered areas is an essential factor for
urban planning. Urbanization and industrialization will severely affect the growth of vegetation. Therefore the changes
of vegetation should be monitored and estimated. As a relatively new remote sensing technology, airborne laser scanners
provide a promising way of change detection of vegetation in three-dimensional (3D) perspective because it generates
point clouds with accurate 3D coordinates. Using high density point clouds, the changes in both coverage and height can
be detected2. Vegetation changes in forestry at plot level, such as biomass or average height, have been studied3. Lidar
data processing, e.g. feature extraction, classification, has been discussed a lot and some researches have taken
vegetation into consideration. However, no research has focused on tree changes in 3D in urban areas.
In laser scanning data, vegetation is represented by irregularly distributed points. Rutzinger et al.4 detect high vegetation
in urban areas using airborne lidar data. Parameters of individual tree are generated directly from the point clouds. Yu et
al.5 develop an approach for extracting individual tree attributes, i.e. height, diameter at breast height (DBH) and stem
volume. They also detect harvested trees and forest growth using airborne lidar data6. The estimation of height growth is
accomplished by individual tree delineation and a tree to tree matching algorithm. Individual tree height growth is
detected again by Yu et al.3, who present three change detection manners, i.e. differentiation between digital surface
models (DSMs) and canopy height models (CHMs), canopy profile comparison and analysis of height histograms.
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What is more, 3D tree modeling in lidar data recently becomes a hot topic. Models used in traditional remote sensing
techniques and computer science are commonly utilized in lidar data. A fixed shape model or individual tree-wise
models are applied in both mobile laser scanning (MLS) and airborne laser scanning (ALS) data. Rutzinger et al.7 utilize
four different crown shapes having different diameters at three height levels using 2D enclosing circles. Then trees are
modeled by an open source framework OpenAlea. Wang et al.8 analyze the vertical canopy structure of forest and also
model trees in 3D. A voxel based method for individual trees delineation is implemented at different height levels. Then
tree crowns are modeled and several crown parameters, e.g. tree height, crown height, crown diameter and volume are
derived. Vosselman9 detects trees in airborne lidar data by computing the local maxima with a detection rate of 97%. The
tree crown is modeled using a fixed shape whose diameter is adaptive to the height of the local maximum. Instead of
regression models, Kato et al.10 develop a ‘wrapped surface reconstruction’ method. Tree parameters, e.g. tree height,
crown diameter, crown base and volume are derived by the wrapped surfaces. And the results are validated by comparing
with total station surveyed field measurements.
This paper proposes a method including a series of algorithms to detect the changes of trees semi-automatically. Section
two describes the test site and data sets. Section three introduces the research methodology. The flowchart is depicted
first and then each step is described in detail. Section four visualizes and statistically analyses the results of data
processing. Discussions based on the analysis are followed. Conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2. DATASETS AND STUDY SITE
Three datasets were obtained on behalf of municipality of Rotterdam, two of them were obtained in 2008 (March and
November) and the third one in April 2010. They are all under the Dutch coordinate system. Point density of the data in
March of 2008 is around 10 to15 pts/m2 (points per square meter), while the other two are about 30 to50 pts/m2. A part
of the small island (Noordereiland) along the river in Rotterdam (Figure 1) was selected as study area where plenty of
trees vary in size and shape.
The datasets have been classified into several predefined classes in which vegetation is one of them (green in Figure
1(a)). But the vegetation classification results have to be improved and misclassifications are to be dealt with. Normally,
misclassification is categorized as commission and omission errors. By visual inspection, several kinds of commission
errors can be recognized in the data set. Small segments like walls, roofs of complex shape on buildings as well as cars,
poles and even some ground points are classified as vegetation. On the other hand, some vegetation points are classified
as other classes like buildings and ground, which is omission error.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Study area in Rotterdam, (a) Lidar points (vegetation: green), (b) Google Map satellite image.

B

The overall accuracy of classification reached to 98.1%, while the completeness is 96.9% and the correctness is 97.8% in
the study area11. The omission errors are a few misclassified points which are minority with regard to the point amount
of a tree. The error will hardly affect the parameter derivation result. So this paper focuses on commission error.

3. METHODS
Point clouds are processed by a sequence of algorithms. Firstly, the vegetation data are pre-processed by connected
components algorithm, local maxima identification and trunk points’ removal. Then two independent methods, point
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based and model based, are implemented to derive tree crown parameters which are then assigned to each component for
comparison. 3D alpha shapes algorithm is applied to thin and unified the point density. Corresponding trees are matched
by the overlapping of bounding boxes and point to point distances. In the end visual inspection, comparison of methods
and generic knowledge are proposed to assess the quality of the change detection results. The flowchart of the method is
depicted as Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of data processing.

3.1 Pre-processing
Connected components To eliminate the misclassified vegetation points and to group the points of a tree together as a
component, connected components algorithm was implemented. The attributes of component were used to distinguish
vegetation components from others. After classification, most of the misclassified components were small fragments.
Therefore, the size of a component (number of points inside a component) was used to differentiate trees from fragments.
The second attribute used was the height span of a component (the distance from the lowest point to the highest point).
Components that had greater height span than an upper threshold or smaller height span than a lower threshold could be
removed from the dataset. In order to remove components from high buildings or points hanging in the air, the minimum
height of a component was utilized. Besides, normal distribution of the components was used to remove fragments that
of regular shapes. In addition to the geometry attributes, spectral information, e.g. reflectance, intensity and true color
were also used since, for example, the reflectance of trees is different from other objects like building roofs.
Local maxima After implementing connected components, some trees were connected together. It is important to
identify the number of trees in each component, or at least label the component as single tree component or multiple tree
component, namely the component contains one or more than one tree. For each point in a component, distances from
other points were calculated. If the distance was less than a threshold range, which was adaptive to the component height,
the heights were compared. If there was no higher neighbor point found, this point was the local maximum. So the
number of highest points within a certain range was regarded as the number of trees in that component.
Trunk removing Because of the occlusion by the leaves and the scanning geometry, some of the trees have sufficient
points on the trunks but others do not. This inconsistency will affect the process of parameter derivation and the result of
change detection. So it is necessary to remove the points on the trunk before parameter derivation. For single tree
components, the component was cut into slices by a certain length from the bottom upwards. For each slice, together
with the previous slice below, a 2D bounding box was computed. If the hypotenuse of the bounding box was smaller
than a predefined threshold, the points within the slice were considered as trunk points. The bounding box will keep
moving upwards until the hypotenuse is greater than the threshold. In the end, a reference height will be obtained. The
points above the height belong to the crown and the points below belong to the trunk. As for multiple tree components,
the multiple trunks within the slice were separated using connected components algorithm. Then the bounding box was
generated for each trunk component.
3.2 Tree parameter derivation
Alpha shapes Alpha shapes algorithm is famous for shape reconstruction from a dense unorganized set of points.
Indeed, an alpha shape is a linear approximation of the original shape12. The definition of alpha shapes is based on an
underlying triangulation. As for 2D alpha shapes, circles with a certain radius (alpha) will approach the data points until
they touch points on the edges of the triangles. As shown in Figure 3, the edges touched with circles describe an
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approximate shape of the original points. For 3D alpha shapes, a triangulation is calculated first, and then spheres,
instead of circles in 2D, will pass through the triangles. So the triangles that are touching spheres will represent the
original shape of the data points. The points belonging to the vertices of the triangles are sufficient to describe the shape
of a tree, so the points inside the alpha shape can be eliminated and the data will be reduced significantly. The area and
volume of points can be calculated directly through the alpha shape.

Figure 3. 2D alpha shapes 13.

For multiple tree components, to reduce the effect of the connection of trees, the alpha values were optimized according
to the shape of each component. The optimized alpha value was defined as a smallest alpha value such that the alpha
complex has one solid component. So the gaps between trees were minimized. Then the areas and volumes of grouped
tree components were extracted from the alpha shapes. For single tree components, a bigger alpha value was necessary
because most of these components were small trees and optimized alpha shapes of small trees still had points inside the
crown. In this case, the volume of the alpha shapes was actually much smaller than the real crown volume. Also if the
alpha values are quite different from each other of the same tree from two epoch datasets, the change detection result will
also be affected. To avoid the problems stated above, a consistent and big enough alpha value (10m)7 was set for single
tree components. If the alpha value is positive infinity (α→∞), the alpha shapes are the same as convex hulls. So the
areas and volumes of single tree components were derived through convex hulls.
3D tree modeling 3D alpha shapes and convex hull are both point based parameter derivation method which has both
advantages and disadvantages. Point based method is straight forward, simple to process but sensitive to noises and
outliers. On the contrary, model based method is more stable. These two methods can be compared so as to assess the
quality of the results. In this paper, single tree components were modeled and the results were compared with point based
method.
A parametric model developed by Pollock14 was used to model trees of different shapes. The shape of the crown can be
adjusted by a parameter from an ellipsoid to a cone:
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The origin is the center of the circle of the crown, and z-axis points vertically upwards. In the equation a is the radius of
the intersection of surface with the z-axis, b is the radius of the circle of the crown and n is a positive real number that
determines the shape of the crown surface. When n=2 the surface is an ellipsoid, and as n decreases to 1 the surface
becomes a cone. To make the model more realistic as a tree crown, the base was changed to an ellipse instead of a circle,
and then a rotation in x-y plane and the shift of coordinates were added as following.
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x = (X − X0 ) cos β − (Y − Y0 ) sin β
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y = (X − X0 ) sin β + (Y − Y0 ) cos β

(4)

In which, ܽ, ܾ are the two semi axes of the crown base ellipse, ܿ is the semi axis in  ݖdirection, ݊ is the real number that
determine the crown shape, ܺ0, ܻ0, ܼ0 are coordinates of the origin in the global coordinate system and β is the rotation
angle.
The adjusted Pollock model was implemented using nonlinear least square fitting in three steps: 2D crown base fitting,
upper crown fitting and lower crown fitting (Figure 4). The crown was divided into upper crown and lower crown
because they have different shapes. The crown base (a, b, β) was estimated first in 2D, then a and b were used as
constraints for the 3D Pollock model fitting.
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Figure 4. Adjusted Pollock model fitting, (a) 2D crown base fitting, (b) upper crown fitting, (c) lower crown fitting.

After the 3D model fitting, the height of the tree was the crown height plus the vertical axis (Z0+c). The crown area was
the area of the fitted ellipse (πab) and the crown volume was the sum of the volumes of the upper and lower crown.
3.3 Tree oriented change detection
After deriving the parameters of the trees in each data set, the corresponding trees were identified based on the locations
of trees. This point based tree to tree matching was accomplished by calculating the overlapping of bounding boxes and
point to point distances. First of all, for each of the components in dataset 1, a bounding box was derived. Then the
overlapping bounding box in dataset 2 was searched. To further check whether these two bounding boxes were the
corresponding components, the distances from points in dataset 1 to points in dataset 2 were calculated. If the number of
distances that were smaller than 1m was greater than a certain percentage of the smaller size of the two components,
these two components were matched. Because it happens that several components in dataset 1 correspond to one
component in dataset 2. So the number of nearby points is compared with the smaller one between the two components.
The corresponding components were given the same label in both dataset. If there were no corresponding components
found in the other dataset, they were not labeled.
Four categories were introduced to analyze the changes: cut, newly planted, area change and volume change. The latter
two were further divided into increase and decrease. As explained above, the corresponding relation between the
components in two datasets may be many-to-one. In this case, the parameters of components were added up and then
compared with the component in the other dataset. Since it is meaningless to compare the change of height of multiple
tree components, the height of tree is not compared.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Pre-processing results
After connected components, each component had its own component number which is illustrated by color as Figure 5(a).
Figure 5(b) shows the result of non-vegetation components removing. Majority of the remaining components were trees.
Because even after components removing, some non-vegetation or bush components still remained in the data, the tree
components along the roads were selected manually since they are important for end users like urban planners. Figure
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5(c) illustratees the subset and the resullts of local maxima.
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The threshold
t
of thhe range for local maximaa was set to a
quarter of thee absolute heigght of each coomponent accoording to expeerimental testss.
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Figure 5. Preprocessing results,
r
(a) connnected componeents (componen
nt number illusttrated by a randdom color), (b)
componennts removing, (cc) local maximaa (reddish yelloow: 1 componen
nt; dark red: 2; blue: 3; purple: 5 componentss).

Non-vegetatioon componennts and smalll bush components are to
o be removedd because onnly high vegeetation (trees)
components are
a the objects of this reseaarch. Howeverr some small trees are remooved in the m
meantime and some non-treee
components are
a not. So coompleteness and
a correctnesss15 are used to
t assess the quality
q
of thiss step. True po
ositive (TP) iss
the real tree component affter removingg; false positivve (FP) is thee remaining inncorrectly classified tree co
omponent andd
false negativee (FN) is the real tree com
mponent that have
h
been rem
moved. The coompleteness an
and correctnesss of the resullt
are assessed by
b visual inspection.
Completeneess = TP/(TP+FN)

(5)

Correctnesss = TP/(TP+F
FP)

(6)

Quality = TP/(TP+FN+F
T
FP)

(7)

The number of
o componentts of the three datasets beforre and after reemoving and the
t accuracy rresults are sho
own as Table 1.
1
The first dataaset had the loowest overall quality; espeecially the corrrectness was quite low. Thhat was mainly affected byy
classification because the classification
c
r
result
of the fiirst dataset waas not as goodd as the other ttwo.
Table 1. Number
N
of com
mponents and thee accuracy anallysis results.

Dataseet

20008.03

2008.11

2010.04

Before removving

1451

1169

2118

After removinng

306

22
29

275

Completenesss

93%
%

97
7%

98%

Correctness

86%
%

97
7%

93%

Overall Qualiity

81%
%

94
4%

91%

4.2 Tree moodels and deriived parametters
Because the upper
u
crown normally
n
has more
m
points annd is bigger th
han the lower crown, the crrown position is fixed usingg
the upper croown so that thee whole modeel has a continnuous smooth surface whichh can be direcctly used for 3D
3 virtual cityy
visualization.. Figure 6 show
ws the modeliing results of different shap
pes and sizes.
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0
Figure 6. 3D modeling reesults.

The parameteers were derivved through both
b
point bassed and modell based methoods. To find oout the consistency of thesee
two methods,, the differencce between thee two results with
w respect to
t the Pollock model resultss in the dataseet March 20088
was computeed. The standaard deviation of
o the differennce of area was
w 0.0721, annd standard deeviation of thee difference of
volume was 0.0764.
0
Moreover, the differences of change (moodel change minus
m
convex hull change) with respect tto the Pollock
k model resultss
(normalized by
b model chaange) betweenn March 20088 and April 20
010 in which there were 788 correspondiing single treee
components were
w
calculateed. The standard deviation of the differeences in area was
w 0.0607 annd 1.5 times the
t half of thee
interquartile was
w 0.0518. The
T standard deviation of the
t differencees in volume was
w 0.0985 annd 1.5 times the
t half of thee
interquartile was
w 0.0789. Both
B
of the vallues were undder 10% which
h illustrated thhe consistencyy of these two methods.
4.3 Detected
d changes and
d analysis
The extractedd parameters were then asssigned back to each comp
ponent as its features so thhat the compo
onents can bee
compared andd visualized.

/

'.

1.44.

Figure 7. Components matching
m
result (cut
( trees-dark blue;
b
planted trees-black; matcched componennts in other rand
dom
colors).

Two datasetss of different epochs were merged togetther. Correspo
onding compoonents have thhe same labell and differennt
matches havee various labeels shown by colors
c
(Figuree 7). Componeents that havee been cut are in dark blue color whereass
newly plantedd componentss are in black.
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Figure 8. Change detection results (2008.03-2010.04), (a) area changee (m ), (b) area change ratio (%
%), (c) volume
change(m
m3), (d) volume change
c
ratio (%
%).

Each dataset was compared with the othher two amonng the three daatasets. Figuree 8 (a) and (c)) show the chaanges of areass
and volumes between Marcch 2008 and April
A
2010, in which a sequ
uence of colorss illustrate diffferent changees. Figure 8 (bb)
w the change ratios
r
(normalized change) for area and volume.
v
Mostt of the compponents increaase in area andd
and (d) show
volume. Simiilar size compponents have similar
s
changees. Smaller co
omponents havve equal or biigger change ratios.
r
Table 2
shows the dettected changes among threee datasets.
Table 2. Change
C
detectioon results.

C
Categories
Change

Cut

Plan
nted

Area
A
changee

Volu
ume change

Only in datta1 Only in
n data2 Arrea↑ Area ↓ Volumee ↑ Volumee ↓

088.03-10.04

4

22

132
2

9

128

13

088.03-08.11

3

20

131

1

129

3

088.11-10.04

3

4

44

102

40

106
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According to the change detection results, many tree components are detected as planted in the latter two datasets
compared with the first one. One reason is that some of the trees are indeed planted, but more likely, that is caused by
omission error. Some real tree components in the first dataset are incorrectly removed because the component size and
point density are too small even though the threshold of component size is proportional to the density.
For the first comparison, 12 components’ change ratios out of 141 are smaller than 10 per cent (positive and negative),
which actually cannot be assured by the parameter derivation methods. Considering the errors of pre-processing and
modeling, every tree pair will be slightly different even if no changes happened. So a very small proportion of change
should be taken care of. 13 components’ volumes have decreased while 9 components’ areas have decreased which
means 4 components’ volumes have decreased but the areas have increased. It can be true but also can be caused by the
errors of parameters since most of the parameters of these components are close to zero.
Completeness and correctness errors will end up with changes as cut or planted, thus these two categories are verified
through the original vegetation points. The change result between March 2008 and April 2010 is visually inspected. 3 out
of 4 cut trees and only 2 out of 22 planted trees are confirmed. The results of cut or planted are severely affected by the
accuracy of classification and quality of pre-processing.
Multiple tree components have greater change per tree than single tree components, even though 3D alpha shapes
minimize the gaps between connected trees. The gaps will be bigger when trees grow. So the changes of trees actually
include the changes of gaps. In other cases, the matching relations are many-to-one, i.e. two single tree components in
the first dataset to one big component in the second dataset. Then the change detection results will be bigger than real
because first two components are computed individually however the second one takes the gap into consideration.
In general, small trees have less changes in area and volume compared with bigger trees and trees of similar sizes have
the same behavior of changes, which have been reflected by the change results. Moreover, the change ratios of small
trees are the same and even greater than bigger trees because in principle smaller trees grow faster. Thus even without
ground truth, these generic knowledge assess the results and suggest the feasibility of the method.

5. CONCLUSION
Components features are feasible for non-tree components removing especially when considering both geometrical and
spectral features. 3D alpha shapes thin the datasets and more importantly reserve the points on the vertex which can be
directly used for 3D tree modeling and other parameter derivation method. Also the area and volume can be calculated
through the alpha shape. Datasets of different point densities are unified using a same alpha value. The Adjusted Pollock
model shows an obvious advantage for 3D tree modeling by providing the crown shape parameter n. So every single tree
has its own crown shape, which is more realistic. The separation of upper crown fitting and lower crown fitting is proven
feasible and the results have high linear correlation with convex hull which is based directly on the points. The standard
deviation of the differences between Pollock model and convex hull is about 8%. Also the differences of changes
between these two methods are under 10%. These suggest that adjusted Pollock model have great potential of modeling
trees accurately and vividly for a 3D virtual city. The proposed method provides a guideline for change detection of trees
in multi-temporal airborne lidar point clouds. The growth and pruning of trees are successfully detected. Moreover, the
program processes the datasets semi-automatically.
Datasets from different scan strips can help to further verify the parameters and results of changes. Following research
may focus on accurate individual tree delineation from multi-tree components. Other types’ datasets are helpful to
improve the research result. The imagery obtained simultaneously with the point clouds is useful to identify the
commission and omission errors at the level of trees. Mobile mapping system (MMS) is capable of capturing the details
of the trunk and crown of trees. So the combination of mobile and airborne laser scanning data will facilitate the
modeling of trees with accurate trunk information.
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